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AT LAST--something good to report about 2020:
grape harvest was bodacious!! We escaped the smoke
damage that ravaged parts of Napa and Sonoma, and
harvested about 9 tons of scrumptious fruit. Last year
was SO challenging; our grapes went a bit crazy. We
saw mildew, berries that never formed properly
(called ‘shot clusters’), cracking, freckling, you name it.
thought they were the ugliest grapes we’d ever seen
our vineyard. We dropped lots of them, leaving us
with a decent but small crop. Amazingly, those ugly
grapes turned out to be very tasty in the end. This
year, however, our grapes were delicious AND could
have won a beauty contest!
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Our buyers were delighted with the fruit this harvest. We sent a ton to San Francisco, where our former
winemaker, Tom Leaf, will turn them into wine for two custom-crush clients of his. A half-ton went to a home
winemaker in Modesto (who is a Kaiser ER nurse—thank you, Essential Workers!), and the remainder went to
Chateau Davell in nearby El Dorado County, where Eric Hays will be making wine for his own label, as well as for
ours. We are all pretty excited about the 2020 crop and look forward to tasting those wines in the future.
Unlike much else this year, the 2020 harvest went smoothly!
Due to COVID-19, we had a slimmed-down crew of helpers. Our
friends Kay and Linda came to help wash bins, and set out
water, chairs and beverages for the picking crew. Our
handyman Joe helped us round up thebins, trailers and
hitches. It seemed relatively relaxed! Go figure.

Our crew (thanks again, Essential Workers!) started picking
at first light (around 6:45 a.m.). The way it works is that we
have 2 trucks and a tractor ready to go, each with a trailer
that carries 2 half-ton bins. As soon as two bins are filled,
we drive them to a neighboring winery to be unloaded and
weighed. The empty trailer circles back to the vineyard, is
loaded with two new empty bins (pressured washed by
Deborah), and gets back in line. You have keep the trailers
moving forward as the crew picks, so they never have to
run too far to dump their picking bins, which easily can hold
sixty pounds of grapes. Farm laborers are typically paid a
flat rate per person per hour, but for some reason, grape
harvest is different. The crew gets paid by the ton. It’s an
interesting communal effort, as each picker is paid the same at the end of the day, regardless of who is faster,
slower, younger or older. It’s a cheerful, competitive enterprise, with men singing, cracking jokes and kidding
each other as they race through the vineyard, challenging each other to work better and faster. Inevitably, some
leaves and debris get into the picking bins, so we need “leafers” ready to pull out any material other than grapes
(called MOG) as fruit is dumped into the waiting half-ton bins. We had to work like mad this year, as our crew of
ten guys picked a ton of grapes every 15 minutes! There was no time for coffee or bathroom breaks, but it was
all over by mid-morning. Then it was time to load.
Joe stayed at the nearby winery to operate the forklift. He would take the full bins off the trailers one at a time
and weigh them as they came in. Then he would load them onto trucks ready to transport them to their
destination for winemaking. We’d hired a truck and trailer to deliver the big load to Chateau Davell, but they ran
out of capacity, so we drove our own truck and trailer to El Dorado County ourselves. Kay and Deborah made
sandwiches to eat on the way to the winery. The staff operating the crusher cheered at the sight of four 70-80
year old grannies delivering a ton of fruit! We got to sit down to rest a minute at last and enjoy a glass of
sparkling rosé while we waited for our bins to be emptied and cleaned. All in all, it seemed rather leisurely,
compared to some other harvests I can recall (like the time a tire flew off a trailer as we were delivering a full
load of grapes, or that year it was over 100 degrees on harvest day).
Fall is in the air now. The summer garden is winding down,
pears are falling off the trees, and walnuts are ripening.
The barn cat is bulking up, even though the days are still
warm. Soon we’ll be gearing up for the olive harvest,
which looks like a good one, if lighter than last year’s
monster two-ton crop. We are grateful to have discovered
Il Fiorello in Fairfield, roughly halfway between Fiddletown
and San Francisco, making it much more convenient to
access than the mills we have used in the past. Il Fiorello
has a state of the art Pieralisi mill we love. So, short of
wildfires, post-election mayhem or locusts, we should
have our delicious Olio Nuevo available in bulk just before
Thanksgiving, and bottled and ready for holiday gift giving.
Let us know if you would like to reserve some in advance.

We plan to be in San Francisco for a couple of days at the end of September and same in October, so we will
be available for wine pickups or deliveries in the Bay Area at that time, should you want to restock. Let us know.
Check out our new release: DUO, a 50-50 blend of Zin and Barbera. Peppery with a hint of currants.
Stay well, everyone!

Mara ❤️

